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Development of new Uses for agri-
cultural commodities offers some hope
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uine necessities of life. Study shows
there is a very real and definite re-

lationship between the economic wel-
fare of the industrial worker and
the income of the farmer.
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if There, are many possibilities for the
; extension of present uses of agricu-
ltural products in industry. Already
research is underway that indicates

, that large quantities of sweet pota- -'
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starches used in the textile industry
and now imported.
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I chemicals, can be produced on the
' farm. Some chemists say that there
l is even some possibility of synthesiz- -

ing rubber from the forest product
turpentine.

New industrial products having
, special properties are expected from
rthe processing of vegetable oils, such
as Unseed, soybean and tung oils.
'Industrial1 plants are always on the
alert for new chemicals and means
of producing them. There is also
hope that the Congress will give
more and more attention to
big the American market, where oils
ftnd chemicals now being imported
can be produced in this country.
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